HOUSING SIGN-UPS FOR THE 2020-2021 ACADEMIC YEAR BEGIN FEBRUARY 24TH

Please read the following timeline and instructions giving careful attention to dates, deadlines, and process for each option.

1. **BUC RIDGE RESIDENTS WHO WANT TO STAY IN THEIR SAME ROOM**

   **FEBRUARY 24, 12:01 AM TO FEBRUARY 25, 11:59 PM**
   
   **SUBMIT THE 2020-2021 BUC RIDGE REAPPLICATION & AGREEMENT IN RESIDENCE**

   The Reapplication will be made available in Residence to all current Buc Ridge residents. It will be available only within the time frame given above. Buc Ridge residents reserve their current room assignment by submitting the reapplication by the deadline. A link will be sent to residents’ ETSU email account with instructions for completing the application. This is a fast and easy process that includes Agreements.

2. **BUC RIDGE RESIDENTS WHO WANT TO CHANGE ROOMS WITHIN BUC RIDGE**

   **FEBRUARY 27 and FEBRUARY 28**
   
   **COME to 108 BURGIN DOSSETT HALL BETWEEN 9AM and 4PM**

   Buc Ridge residents who want to change rooms within Buc Ridge may come to the Housing and Residence Life Office (108 Burgin Dossett Hall) between 9:00am and 4:00pm. Students must bring their ETSU student ID.

3. **RESIDENCE HALL RESIDENTS WHO WANT TO MOVE TO BUC RIDGE**

   **FEBRUARY 29, 12:01 AM TO MARCH 1, 11:59 PM**

   **SUBMIT THE BUC RIDGE LOTTERY APPLICATION 2020-2021 IN RESIDENCE**

   ETSU students currently living on-campus, but not currently living at Buc Ridge Apartments, are eligible to participate in the Buc Ridge Housing Lottery. The lottery process occurs entirely online and only within the hours shown above. The Buc Ridge Lottery Application will be made available to all Residence Hall residents. A link will be sent to residents’ ETSU email account with instructions for completing the application. You can preview the full instructions posted under Sign-Ups at [https://www.etsu.edu/students/housing/](https://www.etsu.edu/students/housing/).

   The lottery gives returning residents who are not currently in Buc Ridge the opportunity to be chosen for a space in the community. All individuals who complete the Buc Ridge lottery application by the deadline will be assigned a number at random. Available space in Buc Ridge will be assigned in number order.

**MARCH 2 THROUGH MARCH 6**

**PROCESSING AND ASSIGNING BUC RIDGE LOTTERY APPLICATIONS**

On March 2nd, the lottery list (with Resident Profile numbers) will be published on the Housing and Residence Life website by 5:00 p.m. Using the lottery list, assignments staff will assign students to Buc Ridge apartments until all available spaces are filled. Individuals chosen through the lottery to move to Buc Ridge will be notified by email at their ETSU address. To keep the assigned space, the student must confirm the Buc Ridge Agreement in a timely manner.

Residents not assigned will be placed on a waiting list in order of their randomly-assigned number. Residents will be notified if they are placed on the waitlist. These residents may sign up for their same Residence Hall space or a different room/Residence Hall as they continue waiting for a Buc Ridge space.
4. **RESIDENCE HALL RESIDENTS WHO DO NOT HAVE A BUC RIDGE AGREEMENT AND WANT TO RESERVE THEIR SAME ROOM FOR 2020-2021**

**MARCH 9, 12:01 AM TO MARCH 10, 11:59 PM**

**SUBMIT THE 2020-2021 HOUSING AND DINING REAPPLICATION IN RESIDENCE**

The Reapplication will be made available to all current Residence Hall residents who have not confirmed a Buc Ridge Agreement. This Reapplication will be available in Residence only within the time frame given above. Residence Hall residents reserve their current room assignment by submitting the reapplication by the deadline. A link will be sent to your ETSU email account with instructions for completing the application. Residents who participated in the Buc Ridge Lottery but have not yet been assigned may reserve their same room.

Note: the Residence Hall Same Room/Reapplication dates were previously published as March 10 and 11. We apologize for the error. The Reapplication will be available only from March 9 at 12:01am to March 10 at 11:59pm.)

5. **RESIDENCE HALL RESIDENTS WHO DO NOT HAVE A BUC RIDGE AGREEMENT AND WANT TO CHANGE ROOMS IN THEIR CURRENT BUILDING**

**MARCH 12 and MARCH 13**

**COME to 108 BURGIN DOSSETT HALL BETWEEN 9AM and 4PM**

Residence Hall residents who have not confirmed a Buc Ridge Agreement change rooms within their current building at the Housing and Residence Life Office (108 Burgin Dossett Hall) between 9:00am and 4:00pm. Students must bring their ETSU student ID. Residents who participated in the Buc Ridge Lottery but have not yet been assigned may reserve a different room in their current building.

6. **RESIDENCE HALL RESIDENTS WHO DO NOT HAVE A BUC RIDGE AGREEMENT AND WANT TO CHANGE BUILDINGS**

**MARCH 23 and MARCH 24**

**COME to 108 BURGIN DOSSETT HALL BETWEEN 9AM and 4PM**

Residence Hall residents who have not confirmed a Buc Ridge Agreement can change buildings at the Housing and Residence Life Office (108 Burgin Dossett Hall) between 9:00am and 4:00pm. Students must bring their ETSU student ID. Residents who participated in the Buc Ridge Lottery but have not yet been assigned may reserve a room in any Residence Hall.

7. **OPEN SIGN-UPS FOR ALL ETSU STUDENTS**

**MARCH 25 thru MARCH 31**

**COME to 108 BURGIN DOSSETT HALL BETWEEN 9AM and 4PM**

Any student may sign-up for an available space for 2020-2021 at the Housing and Residence Life Office (108 Burgin Dossett Hall) between 9:00am and 4:00pm. Students must bring their ETSU student ID.
OTHER INFORMATION

RATES
2020-2021 proposed rates for halls/apartments and meal plans are available here on the Housing and Residence Life website.

MEAL PLANS
Residents (except for those at Buccaneer Ridge Apartments) are required to purchase a 7-day Silver Meal Plan. There is no limit to the number of times you can enter the dining hall (3rd floor, D. P. Culp Student Center) during regular posted hours of operation.

LEGAL INFORMATION
The 2020-2021 housing agreement is for two semesters: fall 2020 and spring 2021. Signing the agreement obligates you to pay rent and meal plan (if applicable) for both semesters if you enroll in classes. This is a legal agreement and the same as signing an off-campus lease.

Agreements can be cancelled by written request and forfeit of deposit up to July 31, 2020. If cancelled in writing by June 1, 2020, the housing deposit will be returned. After August 1, 2020, the student is financially liable for rent and meal plan (if applicable) for the entire academic year if enrolled in classes.

SELECTING A PRIVATE ROOM
Residents may sign up for a private room, when available, but not for an empty room. Private rooms come with an additional cost.

SUITE INFORMATION
Students may wish to consider signing up for suites with friends, since the entire suite unit will be accessible by both sides sharing the bathroom. For fire safety reasons, suite style bathrooms in Stone and Carter Halls are not lockable from the bedroom side.

Students may, as always, lock the bathroom from the inside for privacy, but will be unable to lock the doors in such a way as to prevent suitemates from exiting the bathroom into the adjoining bedroom.